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ABSTRACT Materials that can perform simultaneous functions allow for reductions in the total system mass

and volume. Developing technologies to produce ﬂexible batteries with good performance in combination with
high speciﬁc strength is strongly desired for weight- and power-sensitive applications such as unmanned or
aerospace vehicles, high-performance ground vehicles, robotics, and smart textiles. State of the art battery
electrode fabrication techniques are not conducive to the development of multifunctional materials due to their
inherently low strength and conductivities. Here, we present a scalable method utilizing carbon nanotube (CNT)
nonwoven fabric-based technology to develop ﬂexible, electrochemically stable (∼494 mAh 3 g1 for 150 cycles)
battery anodes that can be produced on an industrial scale and demonstrate speciﬁc strength higher than that of
titanium, copper, and even a structural steel. Similar methods can be utilized for the formation of various
cathode and anode composites with tunable strength and energy and power densities.
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ultifunctional materials capable of
providing an energy storage ability coupled with a load-bearing
ability are attractive for applications in which
reducing the overall mass and volume of
equipment is important, such as for unmanned or aerospace vehicles14 and highperformance equipment for commercial, professional, and military applications. Flexible
Li-ion batteries with load-bearing abilities
could be attractive candidates for these
applications due to their high energy and
power densities. As a ﬁrst step toward realization of such a battery design, one needs to
develop scalable synthesis routes to produce
structural and ﬂexible anodes and cathodes.
The traditional technique to fabricate
electrodes requires mixing of the active
particles with carbon conductive additives
and a polymer binder and then casting of
the mixture onto metal foil or mesh current
collectors (Figure 1a). Due to numerous
point contacts between the individual particles, the electrical and thermal conductivities of such traditional electrodes are quite
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limited.5 The tensile strength of traditional
electrodes is primarily dominated by the
mechanical properties of the metal foil current collectors (Cu, Al) because the particles
in the electrode are weakly bonded. Another disadvantage of traditional electrodes
is the signiﬁcant weight of the metal current
collectors, which further limits the gravimetric
capacities of the battery cells. For example,
while commercial graphites exhibit capacities
in the range of 300360 mAh 3 g1 and the
weight of the binder and carbon additives is
limited to only 1015 wt %, the eﬀective
capacities of Li-ion battery anodes are commonly less than 200 mAh 3 g1 if all of the
materials including heavy Cu foil are taken
into account. Indeed, the weight of the Cu
foil accounts for over 35% of the total
weight. If high capacity Li-alloying materials
such as silicon (Si) are used to improve
the gravimetric energy density of Li-ion
batteries,518 then the relative weight of the
Cu foil may account for up to 80 wt %.
Various approaches to fabricate structural electrodes to enhance the mechanical
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properties have been reported in the literature.2,3,1921
Following traditional electrode fabrication techniques,
a previous study combined LiCoO2 particles, carbon
additives, and polymer binder into a slurry and measured a maximum tensile strength <5 MPa, a value
which may limit widespread applicability of this technique to provide structural support due to the low
polymer binder strength and its low content.2 Sintered
composite particle-based electrodes demonstrated increased strength (∼90 MPa); however, the capacity
retention over 10 cycles was very poor with only 85% of
the theoretical capacity retained.3 In addition, the
sintered electrodes are not ﬂexible, which may limit
some of their multifunctional applications.
Flexible electrodes comprising graphene or carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) may oﬀer excellent thermal, electrical, and mechanical properties22 that may be additionally enhanced through post-synthesis treatments.2326
Graphene paper electrodes have demonstrated very
high tensile strength of up to 290 MPa; however, such
electrodes suﬀer from poor cycling ability, very low ﬁrst
cycle Coulombic eﬃciency (CE) of ∼12%, and low
reversible capacity of ∼55 mAh 3 g1, metrics much
lower than traditional graphite electrodes.21,27 Insertion of electrolyte solvent molecules between the
individual graphene sheets and their decomposition
may explain the observed rapid degradation.17,2830
One may further expect that the mechanical properties
of such electrodes should also degrade dramatically
after electrochemical cycling. Although tensile tests of
individual multiwalled CNTs (MWCNTs) have previously shown tensile strengths >11 GPa,31 this value
is several orders of magnitude higher than the tensile
strengths observed for nonwoven CNT fabrics and
CNT-polymer composites.19,20,3234 Commonly reported
methods of forming CNT fabrics or buckypapers rely
on vacuum ﬁltration of acid-treated CNTs,34,35 impregnation with a polymer,33,36 or the addition of
surfactant32 to form a fabric with limited size, typically
less than a few inches in diameter. In these approaches,
the ability to produce continuous rolls of the CNT
fabric/paper with good mechanical strength is very
EVANOFF ET AL.
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Figure 1. Schematics of elementary Li-ion battery units for
(a) traditional and (b) proposed architectures. In a traditional architecture, the electrodes, composed of active
powders (1), polymer binder (2), and conductive carbon
additives (3), are cast on metal current collector foils. In a
proposed architecture, CNT fabric (4) coated with active
material layers (5) serves as lightweight multifunctional
current collector for both anodes and cathodes.

limited and the batch-to-batch variability makes largescale applications diﬃcult. Furthermore, the insertion
of electrolyte solvent molecules between the individual CNTs will likely result in high irreversible capacity
losses and low CE at the ﬁrst cycle combined with rapid
degradation of such CNT electrodes if used as Li-ion
battery anodes.
Here we report for the ﬁrst time a route to produce
ﬂexible anodes with signiﬁcantly higher strength and
speciﬁc capacity than state of the art. According to our
approach, we ﬁrst produce a high-strength binder-free
CNT-based electrically conductive nonwoven fabric
and then coat it with a uniform layer of a high capacity
material (Figure 1b) such as Si. Deposition of an active
material on a preformed fabric shall allow one to
maintain the high electrical and thermal conductivities
of the composite because of the elimination of the
highly resistive particle-to-particle contacts.5 In contrast to common CNT fabric assembly methods, we
utilize a commercial-scale continuous chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) process. This method allows for the
scalable production of multifunctional structural materials of various geometries. The deposited Si coating
is impermeable to solvent molecules and protects the
individual CNTCNT junctions from failure during
cycling. Furthermore, we limited the amount of inserted Li ions to prevent mechanical electrode degradation. Indeed, in contrast to previously reported
studies,3234 we show high tensile strength of a composite Si-CNT fabric after electrochemical cycling with
ultimate tensile strengths (UTS) greater than 90 MPa
achieved. The electrochemical performance of the CNT
fabric electrodes demonstrated stability for more than
150 cycles.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The as-produced large format, ﬂexible CNT fabric
consists of randomly oriented MWCNTs as observed
via scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Figure 2a). A
conformal layer (∼20 nm in thickness) of nano-Si was
deposited on individual CNTs throughout the fabric
(Figure 2b) via the thermal decomposition of SiH4.
Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping
indicates that the Si is uniformly deposited throughout
the fabric (Figure S1 in Supporting Information). The
CNT fabric retained its ﬂexibility after Si deposition
(Figure 2c,d). Although the CNT fabric is relatively thin
(∼20 μm), the energy density and speciﬁc energy of
the battery will not be signiﬁcantly compromised due
to the incorporation of high capacity Si and the
absence of a metal current collector.
Raman spectroscopy was performed on the CNT
fabric before and after Si coating (Figure 3). The initial
CNT fabric exhibits two strong Raman peaks at ∼1320
and ∼1590 cm1, corresponding to the D-band originating from disordered carbon and the G-band from
graphitic carbon, respectively.37,38 The low value of the
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Figure 2. (a,b) SEM micrographs and (c,d) photographs of the CNT fabric (a,c) before and (b,d) after Si coating.

Figure 3. Raman spectra for the synthesized, annealed, and Si-coated CNT fabric.

ratio of the integrated intensities of the D- and
G-bands, the ID/IG ratio, of 0.14 indicates a low defect
density in the CNTs.3739 The slight asymmetry of the
G-band is attributed to the D0 -band at ∼1620 cm1 and
is present in all sample types analyzed.37 To reveal the
eﬀect of thermal annealing during Si deposition, the
CNT fabric was annealed in Ar under temperature and
pressure conditions replicating Si deposition but in the
absence of SiH4. The annealed CNT fabric was found to
also maintain a very low ID/IG value (0.18), indicating
that signiﬁcant changes to the microstructure due to
thermal energy do not occur (Figure 3). After Si coating,
a broad Raman band at ∼480 cm1 associated with
hydrogenated amorphous Si emerges40,41 and the
ID/IG ratio signiﬁcantly increases to 0.82. The increased
concentration of defects in CNTs is attributed to the
free hydrogen produced as a SiH4 decomposition
product, which is known to induce surface defects in
carbon at elevated temperatures.4244 Some defects
may additionally form at the interface between the
CNT and the Si coating upon cooling to relieve stress at
the interface due to diﬀerences in thermal expansion
coeﬃcients. Both of these eﬀects would give rise to
higher intensity of the D-band.
EVANOFF ET AL.

Electrochemical measurements of the CNT fabricbased electrodes were performed in both pouch and
2016-type coin cell conﬁgurations against a metallic Li
foil counter electrode in the voltage range from 0.01 to
1 V vs Li/Liþ with a 500 mAh 3 g1 (985 mAh 3 gSi1, LiSi
average composition) Li insertion capacity (Figure 4).
The moderately high Li insertion capacity was selected
as a compromise between high energy storage capability and good mechanical stability of the produced
electrodes. Stable performance at C/5 was achieved
for >150 cycles, suggesting good integrity of the
composite anode. An average dealloying capacity of
494 mAh 3 g1(642 mAh 3 cm3), when normalized
by the total mass of CNT and Si, and an average CE
of ∼98% were observed (Figure 4a and Figure S2).
This capacity is over 2.5 times higher than that of commercial electrodes based on graphitebinder mixtures
deposited on Cu foils, demonstrating the promise of
the proposed technology. The rate capability tests
(Figure S3), however, showed very moderate performance at high current densities. These results suggest
that in the current conﬁguration the produced fabrics
should primarily be used at medium-to-slow discharge
rates.
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Figure 4. Electrochemical performance of Si-coated CNT fabric: (a) reversible dealloying (Li extraction) capacity versus cycle
number in comparison to the synthesized CNT fabric; (b) changes in the charge and discharge proﬁles with cycle number;
(c) cyclic voltammograms.

Charge/discharge voltage proﬁles of the Si-coated
CNT fabric (Figure 4b) show transformations in the
electrode during cycling. With increased cycling (>75
cycles), lower overpotentials were observed, indicating
an improvement in cycling kinetics. Similarly, cyclic
voltammetry (CV) was performed to further examine
the potentials at which Li (de)alloying occurs (Figure 4c).
A peak at 0.17 and 0.67 V emerged during lithiation and
delithiation, respectively. These values are consistent with
previous nanoscale Si-based composite anodes and indicate a high degree of alloying with Si.5,7,8,45,46 CV does
not show peaks corresponding to intercalation of Li into
CNTs; however, they may be masked due to the signiﬁcantly larger Li capacity of Si since the capacity is not
limited in CV experiments and the CNT fabric (without Si)
can only oﬀer limited capacity (<10%) (Figure 4a). CV
performed at a slower scan rate showed a slight shift in
peak potentials, thus indicating that kinetics are not yet
optimized for this structure (Figure S4).
Localized thermal and electrical gradients have
been demonstrated to cause unbalanced charging
EVANOFF ET AL.

and discharging that leads to premature aging of the
battery.4750 In a traditional powder-based electrode,
heat ﬂows through the electrode to the current collector in the cross-plane direction.49 For applications in
which the current collector is removed, high in-plane
thermal and electrical conductivities of the active
material become critically important, thus the in-plane
thermal and electrical conductivities for the CNT fabric
before and after Si coating were measured (Table S1).
In comparison to traditional powder-based electrodes
based on Si nanopowder or graphite technology,5,49,51
the thermal and electrical conductivities of CNT fabricbased electrodes show a 12 order of magnitude
improvement in thermal conductivity and up to 5 order
of magnitude reduction in electrical resistivity. The
achieved ultrahigh thermal and electrical transport
within the produced fabric highlights additional beneﬁts of the proposed technology.
Uniaxial tensile test experiments were conducted
on the CNT fabrics before and after battery cycling.
The initial CNT fabric revealed very high maximum
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Figure 5. Mechanical characterization of the produced samples: (a) typical tensile tests on CNT fabric before and after
annealing in Ar; (b) typical tensile tests on Si-coated CNT fabric before and after cycling; (c) comparison of the speciﬁc strength
of the multifunctional Si-coated CNT fabric with that of other common materials.

elongations of over 30% and UTS value in excess of
150 MPa, comparable to that of cast iron, copper, and
aluminum alloys52 (Figure 5a), and up to 5 times higher
than previously reported CNT sheets with33,34 and
without19,20,32 polymer throughout. We shall note,
however, that because of the limited porosity available
within the produced fabrics for silicon expansion, cycling
without insertion capacity limitation resulted in rapid
mechanical and electrochemical degradation (Figure S5).
Therefore, a balance between the porosity, utilized
capacity, and the desired mechanical properties shall
be carefully considered when designing multifunctional
electrodes for future applications.
As the Si deposition process subjects the electrodes
to 500 °C, it is important to study the impact of the
heating process on the mechanical properties of the
CNT fabric. Annealing the fabric at 500 °C in Ar reduces
the maximum elongation to an average value of 24%
and the UTS to ∼55 MPa. Longer annealing time does
not reduce the fabric mechanical properties any further,
and 500 °C is suﬃciently high to defunctionalize CNTs
EVANOFF ET AL.

and possibly cause diﬀerent pull-out behavior due to CNT
realignment.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) were performed on synthesized and annealed CNT fabrics to conﬁrm removal
of functional groups. Analysis of the TGA derivative
curve (Figure S6) for the synthesized CNT fabric shows
signiﬁcant mass losses occurring at temperatures <400 °C
that can be associated with defunctionalization53 and
that are not seen in the annealed CNT fabric. This result
is in good agreement with the XPS survey and highresolution scans that show dramatic reductions in the
O1s and N1s spectra after annealing (Figure S7). Comparison of the O/C and N/C atomic % ratios before
and after annealing reveals reductions of 0.094 to 0.009
and 0.001 to 0, respectively. Removing the functional
groups from the CNT surface leaves behind defects
which may reduce the axial strength of the individual
tubes.53 In addition, removing these functional groups
reduces the steric interactions between the tubes
which allows only van der Waals bonding between
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Figure 6. SEM micrographs of the fracture surface of the Si-coated CNT fabric edge after tensile measurements performed
before (a,b) and after (c,d) electrochemical testing.

Figure 7. Reversible dealloying (Li extraction) capacity and Coulombic eﬃciency versus cycle number for a Si-CNT fabric
electrode intentionally bent and prestressed to 25 MPa.

CNTs and lowers both the maximum elongation and
the UTS of the CNT fabric.5456
Si deposition onto the CNT fabric has little eﬀect on
the UTS but decreases its maximum elongation. While
selected Si-coated CNT samples demonstrated UTS up
to 150 MPa and maximum elongation up to 0.8%, the
average values for the UTS and maximum elongations
were ∼100 MPa and 0.5%, respectively (Figure 5b). In
the as-produced CNT fabric, the high maximum strain
(Figure 5a) and the resultant high fracture toughness
were achieved by the energy dissipation during continuous sliding of the van der Waals bonded individual
tubes relative to each other. Due to the covalent nature
of the atomic bonds in Si and its resultant brittle
behavior, formation of continuous amorphous Si coating on the internal surface of the CNT fabric could be
expected to signiﬁcantly reduce its ductility, but the
experimentally measured composite fabric ductility
and the UTS (Figure 5b) were relatively high. Indeed,
the non-uniformities observed within amorphous Si
EVANOFF ET AL.

coatings (Figure 2b) and the pores within the Si-CNT
fabric should act as pre-existing cracks, lowering both
the ultimate strength and the maximum elongation
achievable in such a composite. SEM studies of the
fracture surface (Figure 6) revealed that the high UTS of
the Si-CNT fabrics could be attributed to realignment
and the pull-out behavior of CNTs. The fracture edge of
the Si-CNT fabric specimens has a clear transition from
the randomly oriented CNT fabric to highly aligned
CNTs (Figure 6a,b). We expect that the degree of plastic
deformation of the composite fabric could be greatly
increased by using active materials of higher ductility
than Si (such as Sn or Mg). We further hypothesize that
reduction of the deposition temperature (Figure 5a)
could favor achieving better mechanical properties.
Despite volumetric changes of Si during insertion
and extraction of Li,57,58 the mechanical properties of
the Si-CNT fabric did not degrade signiﬁcantly after
cycling (Figure 5b), thus demonstrating multifunctional
properties of the synthesized fabric. Both the UTS and
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CONCLUSION

METHODS

gas ﬂow. All samples were dried in vacuum at 80 °C prior to TGA
and XPS analysis.
Thermal conductivity was measured at room temperature
using a Huskeﬂux THISYS (Huskeﬂux Thermal Sensors, The
Netherlands) calibrated to operate without glycerol. Pyrex,
brass, and copper standards were utilized for system calibration.
The linear electrical resistivity was measured using a custombuilt 4-point probe system. The outer probes applied a constant
1 mA current. The voltage was measured by the inner probes
which are separated by 2.0 cm.
Electrochemical performance of the CNT fabric-based electrodes was evaluated in two-electrode cells. Prior to assembly in
an Ar-ﬁlled glovebox (<1 ppm H2O, O2; Innovative Technologies, USA), all electrodes were treated at 70 °C in vacuum
overnight. All electrodes were tested in an electrolyte composed of 1 M LiPF6 dissolved in a mixture of dimethyl carbonate,
diethyl carbonate, ethylene carbonate, and vinylene carbonate
(Novolyte Technologies, USA).
Cyclic voltammetry measurements were performed using a
multichannel Solartron potentiostat (Solartron Analytical, USA).
The capacity was not limited in the cyclic voltammetry measurements. Charge/discharge testing was conducted on a multichannel Arbin potentiostat (Arbin Instruments, USA). After
testing, cells were dealloyed at 1 V until the current was less
than 5% of the C/5 current. The electrodes were removed from
the pouch cells and rinsed with anhydrous dimethyl carbonate
(Sigma Aldrich, USA) to remove residual LiPF6 salt.
Tensile test specimens were cut using a Hermes LS500XL CO2
laser (GravoTech, Inc., USA) to form 100 mm  5 mm CNT
fabric rectangular strips and the edges were visually inspected for cracks. Thickness measurements were made
using a micrometer to control for variations in the fabric
thickness and provide accurate stress measurements. After
cutting, the samples were mounted on disposable aluminum
mounts to avoid damage during loading on the test frame
providing a gauge length of 60 mm. Tensile test measurements were conducted on a MTS Insight 2 test frame (MTS
Systems Corporation, USA) using screw action vice grips with
double-serrated faces in accordance with ASTM D882-10 and
using a MTS 100N load cell sampling at 45 Hz. The electrodes
were loaded in uniaxial tension at a strain rate of 10% 3 min1

Carbon nanotube material was produced by ﬂoating catalyst
CVD with ethanol as the primary carbon source. Ferrocene
dissolved in the fuel served as the source for iron catalyst
particles. Sulfur was added as a catalyst conditioner. The fuel
mixture was injected into the furnace in the presence of
hydrogen. The vaporized fuel mixture is taken through carefully
controlled thermal gradients to produce a narrow distribution
of the proper size catalyst particles and to crack the ethanol to
create a carbon source for the nanotubes. Nanotube growth
continues through the furnace. Upon exiting the furnace hot
zone, the CNT material is collected onto a moving belt or drum
until the required dimensions are obtained. The CNT sheet is
then extracted from the furnace and may be treated to enhance
electrical and/or mechanical properties.
The nonwoven CNT fabric was cut into strips (100 mm 
25 mm) and into rounds (12.7 mm diameter) for testing in Li-ion
pouch and 2016-type coin cells, respectively. The CNT fabrics
were then coated with Si via low-pressure (600 mTorr) CVD of
SiH4 (5% in He balance; Airgas, USA) at 500 °C. The produced
composite contained 47 ( 2% wt % Si. The Si and C contents
were calculated using mass change measurements after Si
deposition.
Micrographs of the material morphology and structure were
taken by SEM (Hitachi S-4700, Japan). Images were taken with a
10 kV accelerating voltage and working distances of 5.6
8.0 mm. EDS mapping was performed at 20 kV. Raman spectroscopy (WITec Instruments Corp., Germany) was performed
using a 785 nm laser, 50 objective, and 600 grating density
with a 10 s integration time for 5 accumulations to identify
chemical bonds associated with Si and C.
Surface characterization of the synthesized and annealed
CNT fabrics was performed on a Thermo K-Alpha XPS (Thermo
Scientiﬁc, USA) using Al KR radiation. All tests were conducted under vacuum (<108 Torr) with a 200 μm spot size and
energy resolutions of 1 and 0.1 eV for the survey and the highresolution elemental scans, respectively. An electron ﬂood gun
was used to minimize surface charging. TGA analysis was
performed on a TA Instruments Q50 (TA Instruments, USA)
between room temperature and 800 °C at 5 °C 3 min1 in N2

EVANOFF ET AL.

In summary, we report the large-scale fabrication of
CNT fabric coated with an active (Li-ion hosting) material for use as an electrode for multifunctional Li-ion
batteries with high mechanical strength, ﬂexibility,
conductivities, and capacity coupled with good cyclability. The investigated example of Si-CNT fabric
fabricated via vapor deposition routes demonstrated
2.5 times higher speciﬁc capacity than state of the art
anodes and stable electrochemical performance for
>150 cycles with the capability to retain over 90% of its
original strength after cycling. The lightweight, good
structural stability, and high electrical and thermal
conductivities of CNTs may allow CNT fabrics to serve
as a platform for the generation of novel ﬂexible batteries
with enhanced properties and functionalities. We expect
that future studies with other active material coatings
and deposition methods may allow us to further optimize
their performance and achieve even better mechanical
and electrochemical properties of the ﬂexible CNT-based
electrodes, contributing to the development of highpower, ﬂexible, and structural batteries.
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maximum elongation were reduced by only ∼10%.
The cycled Si-CNT fabric electrodes demonstrated
similar pull-out behavior (Figure 6c,d). The retention
of the fabric's mechanical properties could be a result
of limiting the extent of Li insertion into the individual
tubes (Figure 4b,c).
To further demonstrate the robustness of the Si-CNT
fabric, the samples were statically loaded at 25 MPa
prior to electrochemical testing. The prestressed SiCNT fabrics also demonstrate good cycling stability
with an average dealloying capacity of ∼480 mAh 3 g1
and good cycle stability (Figure 7).
High values of the achieved UTS combined with the
low density of Si and C favor the use of the multifunctional Si-CNT fabrics in applications where high
speciﬁc capacity (Table S2) and speciﬁc strength are
essential. Indeed, the speciﬁc strength of the synthesized electrodes exceeds that of both Cu and Al,
conventional current collectors for anodes and cathodes, respectively (Figure 5c). It further exceeds the
speciﬁc strength of multiple Al alloys, Ti, cast iron, and
even selected types of structural steel (Figure 5c).
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